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What is your Knowledge Organiser?
A knowledge organiser (KO) sets out the important, useful and 
powerful knowledge on a topic on a single page.

Your KO is set out into subjects and contains Knowledge pages and 
Assessment pages.

How to use your Knowledge Organiser?
1. During lessons your teachers may ask you to recall information using your KO. 
2. Your KO will form a regular part of your Homework; spelling tests, ACE tasks, 
Cold and Hot questions and Quizzes.
3. Independent learning - Use your KO to recall and retain powerful knowledge. 
(see strategies) 
4. Your KO will help you revise for upcoming assessments 

The Knowledge pages contain the useful and powerful knowledge.
The Assessment pages contain definitions, key terms, questions and links to further 
learning.

“Thinking well requires 
factual knowledge that is 
stored in our long term 
memory” 3



Independent Learning Strategies

1. Mind maps: Mind maps are a great way of getting lots of key
information on one page. It’s a good way of making links between
events.

3. Flash Cards: These are great for assessment preparation and especially good
to do at home to support with homework. On one side write a question from your
subject. On the other side bullet point the answer.

4. Condense it: This can be done by highlighting the information on your KO or
taking it further by condensing the information into 4 or 5 points.

5. Give a lecture: This simple task can be done in class or at home. Talk about
a topic without repetition for 1 minute. The aim is to verbalise your
understanding of a topic and hopefully recall lots of information.

2. Mnemonics: This is a word, a sentence, picture, or even a song
that helps people remember information, such as a rule or a list of
names.

“You will remember 50% 
more when you test 
yourself”
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Key 
Knowledge

Definition

Salutation A greeting used in a letter or other written or 
non-written communication.

Formal Following established customs, often used in a 
professional setting.

Hyperbole Exaggeration (not meant to be taken literally).

Discourse 
Marker

A word or phrase whose function is to organise 
your writing into segments, e.g. well or I mean.

Metaphor Making a comparison by saying something is 
something else.

Informal Having a relaxed, friendly, or unofficial style, 
manner, or nature.

Simile Making a comparison using the words like or 
as.

SPaG How it’s used

Exclamation 
mark !

Used at the end of sentences when a strong 
emotion is being expressed (good and bad).

Parenthesis
(    )

A word or phrase inserted into a sentence to 
add extra information.

Inverted 
commas “ ”

These go before and after direct speech,  
surrounding what was said.

Context Explanation

World War 
One

A global war that lasted from 1914 to 1918. An 
estimated 15 to 22 million people died as a 
result.

‘The Front’ The furthest position that an army has reached 
and where the enemy is or may be engaged.

Trench foot A painful condition of the feet caused by long 
immersion in cold water or mud.

Vocabulary Definition

morale The general mood or atmosphere among a 
group of people.

keepsake A small item kept in memory of the person 
who gave it to you.

sacrifice To give up something that is valuable to you 
for other considerations.

aftermath The consequences of an event, especially a 
catastrophic one.

no man’s land The area between the front lines of two 
enemy armies.

desertion The illegal act of leaving the armed forces 
without permission.

thwart Prevent someone from achieving something.

fatal Leading to failure, disaster or death.

Letters from the Front
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Year 8 Mathematics Revision

The key to succeeding in Maths is practice, practice, practice! We have created this revision list to divide some of the key areas of the Year 8 curriculum into a revision 

schedule to help you prepare for the end of year exams. Watch the videos listed for each week on www.vle.mathswatch.com. Your maths teacher will be setting you 

homework based on these topics each week. Remember, there are worksheets and interactive questions on each topic too if you need more practice.

Higher (Developing/Secure/Advanced)

Topic Clip Topic Clip Topic Clip Topic Clip Topic Clip

Factors, multiples and 

primes (including 

HCF/LCM)

N10,N11, 

N30,N31
Sequences  A11a

Four operations with 

fractions
N36,N37

Forming and solving 

equations (including x 

on both sides)

A12 Drawing linear graphs  A14

Powers, roots and 

indices
N25 Nth term A11c Ordering FDP  N34,N32 Solving Inequalities  A20

Area and perimeter 

(including parallelogram 

and trapezium)

G8,G9,G20

Prime factor 

decomposition
N30 Angle facts

G13,G16,G17

,G18

Percentage 

(increase/decrease/cha

nge/reverse)

N24,R9,N39 Substitution  A10 Transformations  G3,G4,G5,G6

Averages from a table  S10 Constructions G26
Simplifying 

expressions 
A6,A7

Probability (Mutually 

exclusive events/tree 

diagrams)

P2,P3

Expanding and 

factorising single and 

double brackets 

A8,A9

Foundation (Foundation/Developing/Secure)

Topic Clip Topic Clip Topic Clip Topic Clip Topic Clip

Place Value  N1 Sequences  A11a
Four operations with 

fractions
N36,N37

Forming and solving 

equations (including x 

on both sides)

A12

Area and perimeter 

(including parallelogram 

and trapezium)

G8,G9,G20

Factors, multiples and 

primes
N10,N11, N30 Nth term A11c Ordering FDP  N34,N32 Substitution  A10 Transformations  G3,G4,G5,G6

Powers and roots  N25 Bar charts  S2

Percentage 

(increase/decrease/cha

nge)

R9,N24, N39
Simplifying 

expressions 
A6,A7

Probability (Mutually 

exclusive events)
P3

Prime factor 

decomposition
N30 Averages from a list  S6, S7 Using ratio  R5

Expanding and 

factorising single and 

double brackets 

A8,A9 Angle facts
G13,G16,G17

,G18

Units of measure R2 Averages from a table  S10 Drawing linear graphs  A14

17-21 May 24-28 May 7-11 June 14-18 June 21-25 June

17-21 May 24-28 May 7-11 June 14-18 June 21-25 June

http://www.vle.mathswatch.com/
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Year 8 Mathematics Revision – Formulae and Facts

ANGLES

Angles on a straight line add up to 180

Angles around a point add up 
to 360

Angles in a triangle add up to 180

Base angles of an isosceles triangle are equal

Angles in a quadrilateral add up to 360

Volume of a Prism = 
Area of Cross 

Section x Length

Circumference 
= 2πr

VOLUME



Validity

Your results must be valid if you are going to 

be able to draw a conclusion from them.  To 

get valid results you need to carry out a fair 

test.

Control variable

The variables that you must keep 

exactly the same in an experiment.

Precision

How small a measurement is. Millimetres are 

more precise than centimetres because they 

are smaller.

Accuracy

How close a measurement is to its true value.

Repeatability

A measurement is repeatable if you 

repeat the investigation using same 

method and equipment and obtains 

the same results.

Systematic errors

Errors caused by inaccurate equipment, 

equipment that doesn’t zero properly or by 

problems with a method.

Random errors

Errors caused by factors we can’t control, like 

tiny temperature changes in a room.  They 

can also happen if you make a mistake – like 

pushing the stopwatch button too early.

Reproducibility 

A measurement is reproducible if the 

investigation is repeated by another 

person, or by using different 

equipment or techniques, and the 

same results are obtained. 

Independent variable

The variable you change.

Discontinuous data

Variables that are described by 

labels/words.  You should use a bar chart

to show this type of data. This data can 

also be called ‘categoric’. You can see 

from the graph that the months are the 

‘categories’.

Continuous data

Variables that can have any numerical 

value within a range.  You should use a 

line graph to show this type of data.

Dependent variable

The variable that you measure.

Independent variable

The variable you change.

Dependent variable

The variable that you measure.

Topic: Skills
When will I revisit this? Every year. This is the most important unit! 
Worth 15% of your year 11 exam!
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Topic: Skills
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Can you get 100%?

Cold questions Hot questions

1. What is an independent variable?

2. What is a dependent variable?

3. What are control variables?

1. In the investigation titled ’How does acid 

concentration affect the time taken for 

magnesium to react?’; what is the independent 

and dependent variables?

2. Justify your reasoning over why height is a 

continuous variable and should be drawn as a 

line graph?

Challenge me question

Hot

• Which form of error is caused 
by the equipment we use, and 
can you give an example?

• Describe the difference 
between precision and 
accuracy.

Mild

• What does the term validity 
mean?

• What does repeatability mean?

Lemon and herb

• What piece of equipment 
would be used to heat up 
substances/materials?

Confidence level?

Not sure                                          Very happy

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Key words

Data, variable, independent, 
dependent, results, conclusion, 
accuracy, continuous, 
discontinuous, categoric, valid, 
precision, distribution, reliability, 
error, measure

Stuck strategies

I Can  Do  Maths  Cooking  Sausages

Independent Change 

Dependent Measure 

Control Same

11
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Topic: Atoms, elements and molecules
When will I revisit this? Y10 Mixtures and 
Separation 

.Atoms, molecules, elements and compounds

All substances are made up of tiny 
particles called atoms. Substances 
can be made of single atoms but 
they can also be made of atoms 
bonded together in small groups, 
called molecules.

Substances can also be made of 
many trillions of atoms all bonded 
together.

Natural materials can be pure 
(containing one substance) or 
mixtures (containing two or 
more substances which are not 
joined together). 

A mixture is formed if elements 
are mixed without joining and 
being bonded together.

Elements are simple 
substances made up of only 
one kind of atom.

Most substances are compounds, which 

contain more than one kind of atom (more 

than one element) bonded (joined) 

together

The periodic table lists all 118 known 
elements.

Element are described by symbols of one or 
two letters.

The first letter is always a capital letter and 
the second is always lower case.

The same symbols are used in all countries.

We obtain all the elements and compounds 
we need for living from the Earth’s 
atmosphere and crust.

We need to take care of our resources, 
recycle more and make less waste.

e.g. Oxygen = O

Magnesium = Mg

Iron = Fe

Silicon = Si

Compounds are formed when elements are mixed and react so that the atoms join together.

Naming compounds

If there is a metal in the compound, the name of the 
metal goes first.

If the compound contains only two elements then one 
of the element’s name has its ending changed to ‘ide’.

e.g. zinc + oxygen = zinc oxide

iron + bromine = iron bromide

If a compound contains two elements plus oxygen,
then the name ending of one of the elements is 
changed to ‘ate’.

e.g. sodium + carbon + oxygen = sodium carbonate

12



.
Elements can be classified as metals or non-metals, depending on their 

properties.
The common properties of metals are:

● high melting point solids,

● strong and flexible,

● shiny (when polished),

● good conductors of heat,

● good conductors of electricity.

e.g. copper, iron, aluminium, zinc, and 
tin.

Note: mercury is the only liquid metal.

The common properties of non-
metals are:

● low melting point (gases, liquids 
and solids),

● brittle (when solid),

● not shiny,

● poor conductors of heat,

● poor conductors of electricity.

e.g. sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon 
and iodine.

Metals and non-metals
The uses of an element depend on its 

properties. For example, copper and 

aluminium are used for electrical 

cables as they are strong, flexible and 

conduct electricity very well.
Chemical reactions

Chemical reactions always form 
one or more new substances.

Many chemical reactions occur in 
everyday life, for example, 
burning, cooking, rusting, 
digesting food.

Typical signs of chemical reaction 
include:

● a colour change,

● a gas being given off,

● a solid forming in a liquid,

● an energy change.

Modelling chemical reactions using word equations

reactants  → products

e.g. zinc  +  chlorine  → zinc chloride

tin carbonate  → tin oxide  +  carbon dioxide

Thermal decomposition reactions involve breaking down                                                         

a single compound using heat.

Heating copper carbonate produces copper oxide and carbon dioxide.

Thermal decomposition reactions are used in industry to extract metals.

Sorting and presenting data

The way data is sorted and presented 
depends on the type of variable and what you 
want to show.

Tables – show values and order.

Bar charts – compare differences between 
qualitative/discrete variables.

Line graphs – shows trends between variables.

Scatter graphs – look for relationships 
between quantitative variables.

Pie charts – shows proportions of a total.

Note: Qualitative data = words. Quantitative 
data = numbers.

Discrete data = only certain number values.

Gases in 
air

%

nitrogen 78
oxygen 21
other 
gases

1
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Can you get 100%?

Cold questions Hot questions

1. What are the signs of a chemical 

reaction

2. What is a mixture?

3. What is a compound?

4. Give three properties of metals

5. Write the symbol for carbon dioxide

1.What does ‘thermal decomposition mean?

2. Complete the word equation

Iron + sulfur →

3. Name the compounds:  CO2 H20  HCl

4. Why can a metal conduct electricity but a 

non-metal usually can not. 

5. Why are metals malleable?

Challenge me question

Hot

Why is the structure of iron sulphide 
not described as ‘molecules’

Mild

Explain why sulfur is an element but 
sulfur dioxide is a compound. Use 
particle diagrams to help you. 

Lemon and herb

‘Describe how you would obtain solid 
sea salt from salt water.

Confidence level?

Not sure                                          Very happy

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Keywords

Mixture

Physical

Chemical

Alkali

Reactant

Product

Stuck strategies
Type

Type

Elements

Malleable

Brittle

Fact

Opinion

Compound

Periodic table

Symbols

Recycling

Resources

Conductor

Insulator

Compound –Chemically 

bonded. Can’t be separated
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SEIVING – Separates solids of different sizes

FILTERING – separates a soluble solid from a liquid

CHROMATOGRAPHY – Separates a mixture of dyes

DISTILLATION - separates a mixture of two liquids

EVAPORATION – Separates an insoluble solid from a liquid.  

(s) = solid

(l) = liquid

(g) = gas

(aq) = aqueous, ie dissolved in water

Solute is the solid added to the solvent which will dissolve.

Solvent is the liquid/solution which will dissolve the solute.

Solution is the mixture which has the solute dissolved in the 
solvent.  

SOLUBE = Dissolves in 

water

(e.g. salt in water) 

INSOLUBE = Does not 

dissolve

(e.g. sand in water) 

15
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Can you get 100%?

Cold questions Hot questions

1) What is the state symbol for a solid?

2) The state symbol for aqueous?

3) How would you separate rock salt?

4) Name the equipment used in 

distillation?

5) Name the equipment used in 

filtration? 

1) Describe the method of how Alaina 

would separate salt water.

2) Give an example of a solution with 

the solute and solvent used? 

Challenge me question

Hot 

Complete a full method of how 
you would carry out a 
chromatography practical to 
compare dyes found in an 
orange, green and purple skittle. 

Mild

When coffee is added to hot 
water it dissolves. Name the 
solvent, solute and solution with a 
given reason.

Lemon and herb

When you carry out filtration in a 
class, outline a safety precaution 
you would take and why? 

Confidence level?

Not sure                                          Very happy

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Key words

Mixture chromatography

Pure substance  sieving 

Soluble distillation

Solution filtration 

Solute evaporation 

solvent

Stuck strategies

16
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Trachea An air passage that connects the nasal cavity to the bronchus

Alveoli The area where gas exchange takes place

Bronchiole Small tubes inside the lung that provides air to the alveoli

Bronchus Two tubes that branch off from the trachea into the lungs

Ribs These move up and out when breathing in to increase the 

volume in the thorax, and move down and in when breathing 

out in decrease the volume.

Intercostal 

muscles

These contract to move the ribs up and out, and relax to move 

the ribs down and in

Diaphragm A muscle that contracts and flattens to increase thorax volume, 

and relaxes and domes to decrease thorax volume

17
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Breathing in (inhalation):

● Diaphragm contracts and 

moves downwards.

● Rib muscles contract and lift 

ribs up and outwards.

● Volume of the chest 

increases.

● Lungs expand.

● Pressure in lungs is reduced.

● Pressure outside is now 

higher than inside the lungs, so 

air flows into the lungs.

Breathing in (exhalation):

● Diaphragm relaxes and 

moves upwards.

● Rib muscles relax and 

move ribs down and 

inwards.

● Volume of the chest 

decreases.

● Lungs get smaller.

● Pressure in lungs is 

increased.

● Pressure inside the lungs 

is now higher than outside, 

so air flows out of the lungs.

Found in 
cigarette 
smoke:

Harm it causes:

nicotine makes arteries narrower, causes 
heart disease

tar
can cause cancer, coats lungs 
reducing surface area, can cause 
alveoli to break apart (emphysema)

carbon 
monoxide

stops red blood cells carrying so 
much oxygen

high 
temperature of 
smoke

stops cilia working so lungs are not 
cleaned and mucus collects

Means, estimates and ranges

range = highest value – lowest value (with 

smaller ranges you can be more certain of 

your results)

mean = 
values of number

values all of total

18
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Can you get 100%?

Cold questions Hot questions

List three chemicals found in tobacco.

What is the role of the diaphragm?

Explain the process of inhalation and 

exhalation

Challenge me question

Hot

Explain what is meant by oxygen 
debt and how this happens 
during exercise

Mild

Compare the differences 
between aerobic and 
anaerobic respiration

Lemon and herb

Write a word equation for 
aerobic respiration

Confidence level?

Not sure                                          Very happy

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Key words Stuck strategies

Respiration Plasma

Red blood cell   Inhalation

Exhalation Nicotine

Capillary Mean

Artery Range

Vein Diaphragm

GOCOW – aerobic respiration
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Elements always have a capital letter at the start of 

them. If there is only one capital letter followed by a 

lower case one, there is only one element.

If there are two capitals within the same molecule, 

this is a compound.

All elements are found on the periodic table.

If you can’t find the formula on the periodic table it 

isn’t an element!

Examples:

nitrogen = N lithium = Li

sulfur = S copper = 
Cu

chlorine = Cl iron = Fe

Formulae

Dalton’s Atomic Theory

All matter is made up of tiny particles called 
atoms.

Atoms are indestructible, and cannot be created, 
or destroyed.

The atoms in an element are all identical.

In compounds, each atom of an element is always 
joined to a fixed number of atoms of the other 
elements.

Reactants to products
During chemical reactions, atoms rearrange, to make new substances.

For example:

No atoms are lost or gained so the mass of the reactants is equal to the mass of the products.

Signs of a chemical reaction : colour change, temperature change, gas given off, solid formed

20
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Properties of metals and non metals

Metals 

• high melting points

• solids at room temperature

• strong and flexible

• malleable

• shiny (when polished)

• good conductors of heat and electricity.

Non metals

• low melting point

• Brittle (when solid)

• not shiny

• poor conductors of heat and 

electricity.

Properties of substances

chemical properties (e.g. flammability, pH, reaction with acid)

physical properties (e.g. melting point, boiling point, density).

Change of state

21
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Can you get 100%?

Cold questions Hot questions

1) Name two element and give their formula

2) Where are metals found on the Periodic table?

3) Give the definition of an element?

4) What is a mixture?

5) Complete the formula sodium + oxygen →

6) When a solid is boiled what state does it change 

to?

7) What is matter made up of according to Dalton?

1) Describe two differences between 

oxygen and carbon dioxide?

2) Complete the formula potassium + 

oxygen →

3) A liquids melting point is 118 degrees 

Celsius, what is the state at 120 degrees 

Celsius? 

Challenge me question

Hot

What happens to the arrangement of 
atoms during a chemical reaction? 
Describe the changes that may be seen 
during this reaction. 

Mild

How would you identify an element on 
the Periodic table, what difference will 
be seen between an element or 
compound?

Lemon and herb

Give the difference between properties 
of a metal and non metal. 

Confidence level?

Not sure                                          Very happy

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Key words

Periodic brittle

Element molecule

Compound conductor

Mixture electricity

Reactant density

Product particle 

Stuck strategies

• Metal and non metal = end in ‘ide’

e.g. lithium +chlorine → lithium chloride

• Metal + oxygen= end in ‘oxide’

Sodium + oxygen → sodium oxide

• Metal + non metal + oxygen = end in ‘ate’

e.g. lead +nitrogen +oxygen → lead nitrate

22
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When we know the temperature
of something, we know how hot it 
is, not how much internal energy
(thermal energy) is in it.
Temperature is measured in 
degrees Celsius (°C).
Internal (thermal) energy is 
measured in joules (J).

The amount of thermal energy stored in 
something depends on:

● how hot it is (its temperature)
● the material it is made from
● its mass.

When two objects are at different 

temperatures, energy will be transferred 

from the hotter one to the cooler one 

until they are at the same temperature.

Evaporation Conduction Convection Infrared radiation

• Takes place from a 

liquid at any 

temperature. 

• When part of a 

liquid evaporates, 

it is the fastest-

moving particles 

that escape to form 

a gas. 

• The particles that 

are left are storing 

less energy as 

movement and so 

the temperature of 

the remaining liquid 

is lower.

• Takes place in solids. The particles in a 

solid are held together tightly. When 

they gain energy they vibrate faster and 

further, and the vibrations are passed 

on. Metals are the best conductors. Most 

other solids are poor conductors.

• Particles are not as close in a liquid, so 

conduction is not very good. Particles 

are a long way apart in gases, so gases 

hardly conduct heat at all. 

• Something that does not conduct heat 

very well is a thermal insulator. Liquids, 

gases, and solids that contain a lot of 

trapped air are insulators.

• Takes place in fluids (liquids and 

gases). 

• When part of a fluid is heated, the 

particles spread further apart and 

the fluid becomes less dense. 

• This makes it rise. As it rises it meets 

cooler fluid and passes the energy 

on. More cool fluid moves in to 

replace the rising fluid, setting up a 

convection current.

ENERGY! 

EXPAND! 

RISE! 

LESS DENSE!

• Travels as a wave (no particles)

• Transfers energy through empty 

space and also through transparent 

materials.

• Hotter objects emit (give out) more 

radiation.

• Dark, dull surfaces are good emitters 

and absorbers of radiation. 

• Light, shiny surfaces are good at 

reflecting radiation. They are poor 

absorbers and emitters of radiation.

Energy can be transferred by heating in 4 different ways…

Power is the rate at which 
energy is transferred. Power 
is measured in watts (W) or 
kilowatts (kW). One watt is 
one joule of energy being 
transferred each second. 
1000 W = 1 kW.

23
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Can you get 100%?

Cold questions Hot questions

1. What are the units of energy?

2. What is power measured in?

3. Define what power is.

1. Plan an experiment to demonstrate 

that dull black surfaces are good emitters 

of infrared radiation compared with a 

shiny silver surface.

2. Explain how a vacuum flask can keep a 

hot drink hot for a long period of time.

Challenge me question

Hot

• What is the efficiency of a 
radio which transfers 30J of 
electrical energy into 21J of 
sound energy.

• Why does hot water rise 
above cold water?

Mild

• Why is it important to use 
energy efficient devices in the 
home?

Lemon and herb.

• How many ways can thermal 
energy transfer? Name them.

• What substance does 
conduction work best in?

Confidence level?

Not sure                                          Very happy

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Key words

Temperature, thermal, energy, 
conduction, convection, 
infrared, radiation, efficiency, 
power, watts, absorber, emitter, 
payback time, accuracy, 
precision

Stuck strategies

Mr Watts has the POWER!

Energy! Expand! Rise! Less dense!

24
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Starch Iodine solution Black = positive

Yellow/brown = negative

Protein Biuret Purple = positive

Blue = negative

Fats Ethanol Cloudy = positive

Clear = negative

Glucose Benedict's (heated) Orange = positive

Blue = negative

Substance

needed
Examples Why it is needed Good sources

carbohydrate starch, 
sugars

for energy (in 
respiration) pasta, bread, rice, potatoes

protein
for growth and 

repair (building new 
substances)

meat, fish, beans

vitamins vitamin C for health fruits and vegetables (e.g. oranges contain lots of vitamin C)

minerals calcium for health fruits, vegetables and dairy products (e.g. milk contains 
calcium)

fibre

for health (helps to 
stop

constipation)

wholemeal bread, wholegrain rice, celery and other fibrous 
vegetables

water
for health (water 

dissolves substances 
and fills up cells)
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• Villi are found in the small 
intestine. They help absorb 
food because of the 
following:

• Large surface area to absorb 
more nutrients

• Good blood supply to allow 
diffusion to happen quicker

• Contain microvilli to increase 
the surface area more

• 1 cell thick to decrease the 
distance the nutrients need to 
travel

Mouth Contains teeth to chew 

food to make it smaller

Salivary gland Produces enzymes to break 

down food

Oesophagus A tube that connects the 

mouth to the stomach

Liver Produces bile that 

emulsifies fat and reduces 

the pH of the stomach

Gall bladder Stores bile

Stomach Produces hydrochloric acid

to kill any bacteria and 

produces enzymes to break 

down food

Pancreas Produces enzymes to break 

down food

Small 

intestine

Absorbs nutrients and 

produces enzymes that 

break down food

Large 

intestine

Absorbs water

Anus Where faeces exits the 

body

Digestion

Digestion turns large insoluble 

substances into small soluble ones. 

The organs of the digestive system 

help us digest food. Many of them 

produce enzymes (substances that are 

catalysts and help speed up food 

digestion).

We can use a model to make it easier 

to think about how enzymes work:
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Can you get 100%?

Cold questions Hot questions

Name the 7 food groups

What is an enzyme?

How would you test food for starch?

Explain how the intestines are 

adapted for absorption

Challenge me question

Hot

Explain how enzymes work to 
break down protein, 
carbohydrates and fats 
naming the different enzymes 
involved.

Mild

Describe the journey of food 
through the digestive system

Lemon and herb

What is the role of bile in 
digestion?

Confidence level?

Not sure                                          Very happy

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Key words Stuck strategies

Protein Carbohydrate

Lipids                             Fibre

Water Vitamins

Minerals Biuret

Iodine solution              Benedict’s

Intestines Stomach

Oesophagus
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Kingdoms

Organisms are classified into five kingdoms. Viruses are not living and so are not in a kingdom.

Microscopic fungi

These include, for example, yeast. They:

• reproduce asexually by budding

• can use aerobic respiration, which is important 

in baking

• can use anaerobic respiration                

(fermentation), which is important                in 

alcoholic drink manufacture.

• glucose → carbon dioxide + ethanol (alcohol)

Bacteria 

Some bacteria are important in making 

yoghurt and cheese. These bacteria use a 

type of anaerobic respiration to ferment milk:

glucose → lactic acid

Feeding

Bacteria and fungi feed by releasing enzymes into their 

surroundings to digest large organic molecules. The 

digested molecules are then absorbed.

Protoctists

There are many different types of protoctist and 

some can photosynthesise:

carbon dioxide + water → glucose + oxygen

Photosynthesising protoctists are therefore producers 

in a food chain, for example:

algae → pond snail → minnow → grey heron

(producer) (consumer, herbivore) (consumers, 

carnivores, predators)

Some protoctists move using pseudopods, while 

others use cilia and others use flagella.

The carbon cycle

Many unicellular microorganisms are 

decomposers and play an important 

part in the carbon cycle.
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Can you get 100%?

Cold questions Hot questions

1) How does oxygen get into the 

unicellular organism?

2) Identify 3 unicellular organisms? 

2) Identify the 5 kingdoms?

3) What is the equation for 

photosynthesis?

4) List the parts of a bacteria cell.

1) Yeast cells need 3 resources to grow, from the 

three which one is most likely to be the limiting 

factor that causes a population of yeast cells to 

stop increasing? Explain your reasoning. 

2) Explain why anaerobic bacteria are used to 

make yoghurt and cheese.

Challenge me question

Hot

Describe how algae make their own 
food, and explain the importance of 
this,

Mild

Explain the importance of 
decomposers.

Lemon and herb

Describe the functions of the parts of a 
bacterial cell.

Confidence level?

Not sure                                          Very happy

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Key Words

Unicellular 

Prokaryotes 

Protoctists

Fungi 

plants

Animals 

Viruses 

Fermentation 

Anaerobic  

Limiting factor 

Flagella 

Enzymes 

Binary fission 

Photosynthesis

Respiration 

Decomposers 

Stuck strategies
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Metal and non-metal properties 

You can tell the difference between a metal and a 

non-metal by their common properties: 

Metals Non-metals

• Strong
• Malleable
• Good conductors 

of heat
• Good conductors 

of electricity 
• Shiny
• High melting and 

boiling points 
(usually solid at 
room temperature) 

• Sonorous 

• Weak
• Brittle 
• Poor conductors of 

heat 
• Poor conductors of 

electricity 
• Dull 
• Low melting and 

boiling points 
(usually gases at 
room temperature) 

Reactions of metals with oxygen and non-metals

Most metals react with oxygen to form a metal oxide. They also react with halogens and other 

non-metals to form a single solid compound. Examples include: 

lithium + oxygen  → lithium oxide 

zinc + fluorine  → zinc fluoride 

sodium + chlorine  → sodium chloride 

titanium + oxygen → titanium oxide 

Catalysts 

Metals are also used as catalysts to speed up chemical 

reactions. A catalyst is a substance that changes the speed 

of a reaction without being permanently changed itself. 

Corrosion

Corrosion refers to any reaction with oxygen 

at the surface of a metal. Many metals form 

an oxide layer when exposed to air: 

tin + oxygen → tin oxide 

Rusting

Rusting refers specifically to the corrosion of 

iron: 

iron + oxygen + water → iron hydroxide 

Reactions of metals with water

When metals react with water they form hydrogen gas and a 

metal hydroxide: 

sodium  +  water  → sodium hydroxide  +  hydrogen 

lithium + water  → lithium hydroxide  +  hydrogen 

calcium  +  water  → calcium hydroxide  +  hydrogen 
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Reactions of metals and acids

When a metal reacts with an acid, effervescence 

occurs (fizzing) and the metal dissolves into the 

acid. The gas we see being given off is hydrogen 

and the other product is a salt. Most salts are 

colourless and soluble, so they stay dissolved in the 

solution. We can see the salt when we evaporate 

the water. The general equation for this kind of 

reaction is: 

metal + acid → salt + hydrogen 

Alloys 

Most metals that we 

use are not pure, but 

have had small 

amounts of other 

elements added to 

them. These mixtures of 

metals are called alloys. 

They are useful 

because they have 

properties that are 

more desirable than 

those of the pure 

metal. 

When a pure substance is 

heated, its temperature rises 

until its melting point, where it 

turns into a liquid. Mixtures, 

such as alloys, melt over a 

range of temperatures and so 

do not have a fixed or precise 

melting point. 

Reactions of metals with acids

magnesium + sulfuric acid → magnesium sulfate + hydrogen 

iron + hydrochloric acid → iron chloride + hydrogen 

barium + sulfuric acid → barium sulfate  +  hydrogen 

sodium + nitric acid → sodium nitrate + hydrogen 



Can you get 100%?

Cold questions Hot questions

1) Write a word equation for the rusting 

of iron. 

2) What is corrosion? 

3) What is a catalyst? 

1) Write a word equation for the reaction of 

sodium and water. 

2) Write a word equation for the reaction of zinc 

and hydrochloric acid. 

3) Explain why alloys are often more useful than 

pure metals, giving examples to support your 

answer. 

Challenge me question

Hot

Describe two uses of catalysts in every 
day life. For each use, name the catalyst 
and the chemical reaction involved. 

Mild

Develop a mnemonic to help you 
remember the order of the reactivity of 
metals. 

Lemon and herb

Write a word equation for the reaction 
of iron with oxygen. 

Confidence level?

Not sure                                          Very happy

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Key Words

Metals 

Non-metals 

Catalyst

Malleable 

Chemical 
properties 

Corrosion 

Rusting 

Formula

Physical 
properties 

Reactivity 
series 

Effervescence 

Chloride

Sulfate

Nitrate

Alloy

Pure 

Stuck strategies
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Year 8 Unit 1 – Britain 1750 - 1900

In 1750 most of England was rural. The people worked in agriculture, forming the land in their small communities.

However by 1900 this has changed. Most of the population now lived and worked in towns and cities working in

factories manufacturing goods to be sold in England and abroad. This is known as the Industrial Revolution.

This was a time of great change and upheaval for English people. It led to wide spread poverty, disease and

overcrowding in cities such as Manchester and London.

Population Growth

England's population grew from 7 million to 40

million. The two main reasons the population grew

was because the death rate decreased as the birth

rate increased

Africa

The continent of Africa is diverse and full of its own cultures

and ideas. It is home to ancient civilisations and Empire

before the Europeans decided to colonise it.

Africa has a vast wealth of natural resources including

diamonds and gold which the Europeans wanted to exploit.

In 1885 a meeting was held in Berlin to decide how Africa

should be divided up. After this the land was carved up

between the conquering nations. This is know as the

Scramble for Africa

Britain wanted wealth and trade routes through Egypt's Suez

Canal, it wanted wealth and fortune in the South through the

diamond mines and it wanted to civilise the African people

through its Christian missionary work.

Inventions

This period was a time of great

technological developments.

Britain played an important part

in industry with British people

inventing products including:

Steam trains and engines

Steel conversion

Safety lamps for miners

Spinning machines

Electricity generators

And amazing feats of

engineering

Local Study: Coal, Cotton and Canals

As a result of the Industrial Revolution Wigan grew from a small insignificant northern town to one of vase

importance to industry. This was thanks to its proximity to new major cities, its wealth of natural coal fields

and the development of cotton mills.

It grew in reputation with the first railways and canals running near by. This gave Wigan access to new

major transport links.

The Empire

Britain wanted to spread its wealth further and show its new technology off to the rest of the world. One

way to do this was through having a powerful Empire.

The mains reasons for an empire was: military, economic, power, social and religious reasons. By 1913 it

involved 412 million people and was the biggest in the world.

India

Before British Rule India had been ruled for centuries through the Mughal

Empire. It was a country of vast wealth and riches which made it appealing to

trade with.

The East India Company first set up trading posts which gradually gained

more power throughout the 18th Century. Clive of India played an important

role in this as he secured a great victory for the British in Bengal.

Britain gradually took full control of India with Victoria becoming its Empress in

1858. Now they were interested in more than trade but wanted to rule it

completely and set out changing religion, tradition, culture and government.

India was known as the jewel in the crown of the empire with various impacts.

For example British rule let to canals and railways being built, however it also

led to Indian people losing their identify and treated as inferior to the British.

Life in an Industrial town

Britain Industrial towns and cities were overcrowded and full of poverty. People lived in disgusting

conditions but had no choice as they needed to live in the area to work.

People had to deal with rubbish, open sewage and illness. These diseases such as cholera, typhoid and

tuberculosis were spread easily through overcrowding and poor hygiene.
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Another reason Britain gained wealth during this period was through the Transatlantic slave trade. The two main reasons

for the growth of this was peoples racist attitudes and ideas and also the chance for profit. It was thought that African

people were not civilised and they were inferior to whites. Some people also argued that they liked being slaves as it gave

them a better quality of life. Others were primarily focused on the profit which could be made The slave trade. Cities

including Bristol and Liverpool developed and became wealthy trading routes as a direct result of the Transatlantic Slave

Trade.

Trading ships would set sail from Europe with a cargo of manufactured goods to the 

west coast of Africa. 

They would also send guns and ammunition which could be trades for people.

These goods would be traded, over weeks and months, for captured people provided 

by African traders. 

Once full, the European trader's ship 

would depart for the Americas or 

the Caribbean on the notorious 

'Middle Passage'. During this 

voyage, the slaves would be kept in 

the ship's hold, crammed close 

together with little or no space to 

move. Conditions were squalid and 

many people did not survive the 

voyage. 

On the final leg of the transatlantic 

route, European ships returned 

home with cargoes of sugar, rum, 

tobacco and other 'luxury' items. It 

has been estimated that, by the 

1790s, 480,000 people were 

enslaved in the British Colonies.

The majority of those sold into 

slavery were destined to work on 

plantations in the Caribbean and 

the Americas, where huge areas of 

the American continent had been 

colonized by European countries. 

These plantations produced 

products such as sugar or tobacco, 

meant for consumption back in 

Europe. 

Not everyone agreed with slavery. Frist in 1807 and then in July 1833, a 

Bill to abolish slavery throughout the British Empire passed in the House

of Commons. Some reasons include:

A change in economic interests. Britain no longer needed slave-based goods. The 

country was more able to prosper from new systems which required high 

efficiency, through free trade and free labour. Cotton, rather than sugar, became 

the main produce of the British economy.

Resistance by enslaved people. The French Revolution brought ideas of liberty 

and equality, which inspired those seeking an end to slavery. There were a 

number of successful salve revolts in the Caribbean.

Abolition campaigns and religious groups. It was driven forward not only by the 

formal abolition campaign but by a coalition of non-conformist churches as well 

as Evangelicals in the Church of England.

Once the enslaved people arrived in the US or West Indies they were subjected to an 

auction where they were sold in various ways including a scramble and a public 

auction. They were then branded, given a new name and forced to work on 

plantations. Here they worked long days (up to 18 hours) and subjected to brutal 

punishments for anything which was deemed not acceptable by the overseers in 

charge.

Change in Britain Change

The 19th Century was a period in which the people gained a voice.

There are several examples of this, some more successful than others.

Life in towns was of a very poor quality. The more people were aware

of this, the more change was called for.

This came in various forms such as:

Social help – from charities and social reformers like Charles Booth

Medical Care – A vaccination programme eradicated smallpox. There

was also better standards of health care, nursing and advancements in

medicine such as the creation of anaesthetics and antiseptics.

Bank Holidays – These gave people the right to time off. People took

advantage of these days to take day trips to the seaside.

Clean Towns – The introduction of underground sewers improved air

quality and rapidly reduced the spread of disease.

People also gained a voice when it came to democracy and towards

the end of the period more and more people gained the right to vote (although women

were still not allowed.) This was as a result of movements such as the Chartists who

showed that the public weren’t happy with how things were run and the government

had a duty to ensure things changed for the good. 36



Hot Questions:

1. Explain why Britain went through 

an industrial revolution

2. The biggest change was the 

invention of news products. How 

far do you agree with this?

3. Which invention do you think was 

the most important?

4. Give two consequences of the 

change in Wigan's economy

5. Explain the reasons for Britain's 

desire for an empire

6. Explain the consequence of British 

rule in India

7. How far do you agree with the 

term “Jewel in the crown?”

8. Explain why there was a scramble 

for Africa

9. Explain the impact of British rule 

in Africa

10. Explain the reasons behind the 

slave trade

11. The worst part of life for a slave 

was the long hours. How far do 

you agree?

12. Explain why Britain was the first to 

pass an act of Abolition

13. How far did Britain 

change between 

1750 – 1900. 37

Key word bank

Industrial - Working

Revolution - Change

Entrepreneur – Someone who 

sets up a new business often with a 

financial risk

Invention – Creating something 

completely new

Factory – A building where good are 

manufactured or assembled

Government – A group of people with the 

authority to rule

Empire – A group of countries ruled by 

another country

Colony – A country which is part of an 

Empire

Imperialism – When one country takes 

control of another and becomes powerful 

and often wealthy

Slave – Someone who is viewed as 

someone else's property

Trans-Atlantic – Crossing the Atlantic 

ocean from Europe/Africa to North/South 

America

Auction – Selling items to the highest 

bidder

Plantation – A large farm which used slave 

workers

Abolish – To end something forever

Abolition – The act of ending something

Petition – A list of signatures which shows 

people who disagree with something

Social Reform – Wanting to bring about a 

change for the people

Sewage – Human or animal waste

Cold Questions:

1. Identify two ways Britain changed in the period 

1750 – 1900

2. Give two reasons for the changes

3. Identify two ways the Industrial Revolution 

changed Britain

4. Define the term Urban

5. Define the term Rural

6. Give two examples of new modes of transport 

developed during this time period

7. Explain the reasons for the population ‘explosion ‘

8. Identify two new inventions of the time period

9. Describe how Wigan changed during this time 

period

10. Give examples of countries involved in the British 

Empire

11. Which empire was India previously part of?

12. Explain who the EIC were?

13. What is meant by the term British Raj?

14. Identify three products native to Africa

15. Give an example of a developed African society

16. Describe the term Scramble for Africa

17. Give two examples of British aggression in Africa

18. Describe what is meant by Triangular trade

19. Describe what happened to salves upon their 

arrival in the Americas

20. Define the term abolition

21. Describe how life in a British town improved 

22. Identify one person who helped to improve 

urban life in Britain

23. Give an example of the public making a change in 

Britain?

24. How did voting rights improve during this time 

period?

25. Describe the legacy of the British 

empire



Challenge Questions and Further Research

Research into the Industrial Revolution in a different 

part of the UK.

Think about places you have visited.

Now compare it to the area you live. 

How did different areas grow and develop?

Liverpool grew on the back of slavery. How far do you agree with this 

statement? Rese4arch into the history of Liverpool and explain what 

might be suggested by this.

*You could visit the International slavery Museum of Liverpool docks for 

further information*

Research into slave Uprisings in the Caribbean in particular Toussaint 

Louverture 

How does our current topic link to the Black lives Matter movement?

How far do you agree? 
Historians need to make 
judgments about various 

things.
For example, how 

significant an event or 
person is, the main reason 
for something or the most 
important consequence.
We need to remember to 

use terms such as….
I strongly agree…
I partially agree…

I neither agree or disagree…
I partially disagree…
I strongly disagree…

The best historians will 
ensure their argument is 

balanced. This means you 
explain why someone else 

would feel differently

Made a point? SO WHAT?!

World War Two gave people 

freedom SO WHAT!? This 

means that they could live their 

life however they wanted SO 

WHAT?!

Explanation: If you are stuck 
explaining your point, use these 

sentence starters:
As a result…

A consequence of this…
This led to…

This was important as…

Use PEEL paragraphs to ensure 

you explain your ideas and 

answer the question

P – Point

E – Evidence

E – Explanation

L - Link

Inference

An inference is something

that you can work out from a

source, but it is not directly said.

From the source I can infer

This means

I know this because the source says

Websites and Additional Reading

https://www.history.com/topics/industrial-revolution/industrial-
revolution

https://www.bl.uk/learning/histcitizen/campaignforabolition/abolitionba
ckground/abolitionintro.html

https://www.britannica.com/place/British-Empire

Reliability of sources

Who – Author: Wrote or drew 

the source?

Why – Purpose? Entertain, 

Public, Private?

When – Were they there at 

the time or after?

Where – Did they witness the 

event, are they part of the 

community/country or an 

outsider?
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Term Definition 

Nature The view that believes that we are the way we are due to our biology 
or genetics.

Nurture The view that believes that we are the way we are based on our 
environment and upbringing. 

Evil The actions or things considered wicked and wrong. 

Free Will The belief that humans are free to make their own choices and 
decisions.         

Soul-making The belief that suffering helps us grow, spiritual growth. 

The Problem of 
Evil 

The fact that suffering exists can be a problem for believers in God. 
They believe that God is all-loving/powerful/knowing/everywhere so 
why does God allow evil and suffering?

Key Concepts

What did Epicurus mean?
IS God wanting to stop evil, but can’t?

Then he is not all-powerful. 
Can he, but doesn’t want to?

Then he is not all-loving. 
Can he and does he want to?

Then why is there evil? 
Is he not able and doesn’t want to?

Then why call him God?

Nature Vs Nurture
The question is why are we the way we are? Are people born evil? Some people believe it is 
nature – that human behaviour is something to do with our biology. Others argue that it is 
how we are raised, our environment and upbringing. 
Arguments for Nature: Humans have the same basic genes, makes sense that all humans 
would behave in a way. Some people commit evil who have had wonderful childhoods –
what else could explain this? 
Arguments for Nurture: If it was nature, people from all over the world would act the same? 
People not raised by people do not instinctively act like humans. Often people who commit 
evil have had trauma in their early lives – shows impact of upbringing. If it was nature then 
human behaviour would not have changed over history – it has changed vastly. 

Natural Evil Moral Evil

Evil caused by human actions. 
Eg. Murder, theft.

Evil that is naturally occurring. 
Eg. Earthquakes, volcanoes. 

What do atheists argue about evil?
Atheists do not believe that God causes 
suffering; they believe evil is proof that God 
doesn’t exist. They say that no loving God 
would let his creations struggle through pain. 
They argue that if God was truly 
omnibenevolent, omnipotent, omniscient or 
omnipresent that God would prevent evil. If not 
then God would be evil. (Richard Dawkins)

Most religious 
believers, particularly 
Christians believe that 
God is all-loving, all-

powerful, all-knowing 
and everywhere. 

This can pose a 
problem, why would a 

God so spectacular 
allow his creations to 
suffer. This problem is 

known as:
The Problem of Evil

Is god willing to prevent evil, but not able?
Then he is not omnipotent.
Is he able, but not willing?
Then he is malevolent.
Is he both able and willing?
Then whence cometh evil?
Is he neither able nor willing?
Then why call him God.
-Epicurus The Problem of Evil

Y8 RS THE PROBLEM OF EVIL Term 1

Inconsistent 
Triad 



1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9. 10.

Original Sin Satan
Life is a test

Part of Gods plan God has given humans free will

Suffering helps us grow, soul-making

God prevents things we 
can’t even see/don’t 

know about. Punishment

Life is only temporary, will 
be rewarded in heaven.

Helps us understand Jesus’ 
suffering

HOW DO CHRISTIANS RESPOND TO THE PROBLEM OF EVIL?



Christian Response Explanation 

1. Original Sin Also known as ‘the fall’. Adam and Eve used their free will to disobey God by stealing an apple from the forbidden tree. This was 
the first sin, and bought death + sin into the world. After the fall, humans have a tendency to turn away from God – carry this sin 
with them. Some believe that it proves how humans are responsible for bringing sin and evil into the world, some believe God is 
still punishing humans for this sin. 

2. Satan Some believe that evil and suffering are caused by the devil. Some also think that the universe can only survive if 
there is a balance of good and evil, God and Satan. 

3. Life is a Test 1. God has given us free will, to test to see how we act, because life is a test, and we have free will that means sadly 
some people will miss use their free will and cause evil = its not Gods fault, the price we pay for free will. 

2. Suffering is a test of faith – like in the story of Job. If you suffer + still believe = a true believer. 

4. Part of Gods Plan God as a master plan for humanity which is beyond human understanding. Who are we to question God?  “God sets 
the time for sorrow and the time for joy” (Story of Job) . 

5. Free Will God created humans with the ability to make their own choices and decisions. If we were good because he didn’t give 
us free will we would be like puppets on strings. This would be fake. Life is a test to see how you use your free will. 
Price we pay for free will is that people miss use it for bad. 

6. Suffering helps us grow Suffering brings out the bets in people. We have to act bravely, unselfishly when people are in need. Helps our moral 
souls (characters) develop, soul-making. We become better/stronger when we make it through suffering. 
We learn how to cope. 

7. God prevents things we 
can’t even see/don’t know 
about 

We have no understanding of what God does. We have no idea what suffering he prevents. 

8. Punishment Evil is a punishment for those who sin. In the Bible God destroyed whole cities if they stopped believing in him. 
Punished for Eve stealing the apple. 

9. Life is only temporary, will 
be rewarded in Heaven

Those who suffer on earth will be rewarded in Heaven. All suffering will one day come to an end:
“God will wipe away all tears…there will be no more grief or crying or pain” (Bible) 

10. Helps us understand Jesus’ 
suffering

Suffering helps you to get closer to understanding Jesus’ suffering, Jesus suffered for God (so humanity could be 
saved) which reminds us that sometimes we suffer for good. 



The Shoah (Holocaust) – Knowledge Organiser
Anti-Semitism – hatred 
of Jewish people
Kristallnacht – night of 
broken glass – 1938
Nazi –
Hitler’s political party in 
power in Germany 1933 
– 1945
Auschwitz – infamous 
concentration and death 
camp where over 1 
million Jews were 
murdered
Nuremburg Laws – rules 
which targeted Jewish 
people and took away 
their rights

1935  Jewish shops boycotted
Public burning of books written by Jews and anti-Nazis
It is illegal for Jews and gypsies to marry Aryans

1936 - Jews may no longer vote
Jewish doctors barred from practising medicine in 

government institutions
1937 Many Jewish students forced out of German schools

Decree forcing all Jews to transfer retail businesses into 
Aryan hands
1938  All Jews must carry identity cards at all times

All Jews must add either ‘Israel’ or ‘Sarah’ to their name
1940 Jews may no longer have telephones
1941  Every Jewish person must wear a yellow star of David

A
n

ti-Sem
itic Law

s

Other victims of the Nazis 
included Roma / Sinti, LBGT+, 
disabled, political opponents



Answers to Important Questions and Key Vocabulary

Where and  
how do  

Buddhists  
worship?Why?

-Buddhists worship either in temples or at home,  

often sitting or kneeling facing a shrine of Buddha.

-They may listen to monks reciting religious texts,

take part in chanting, ormeditate.

-Buddhists hope to achieve Enlightenment. They  
believe that there is a cycle of birth, life, death and  
rebirth. If a person gains Enlightenment (like the  

Buddha) they can break out of this cycle, to aplace  
of eternal peace that is known as‘Nirvana.’

Key

Vocabulary  

Buddha  

Buddhist

Sidd

hart

ha  

Gaut

ama

Tipitaka

Temple  

Wesak

4 Noble

Truths  

Eightfold

Path  

Lotus 

Flower  

Theravad

a  

Mahayan

a  Tibetan

What is

the  

Tipitak

a?

-The Tipitaka is believed to be Buddha’s teachings. It  is 
written in an ancient Indian language known as  Pali. It 
is a very large book, that takes up about forty  volumes 
when translated into English! The Tipitaka is  made up of 

three sections of wisdom.

Suffering and
the Problem
of evil

Buddhist believe the reason we have suffering in 

the world is due to desire. The follow the 

dharma or teaching of the 3 universal truths:

1. Everything is impermanent and changing 

(Annica)

2. Impermanence leads to suffering, making life 

imperfect  (Dukka)

3. The self is not personal and unchanging 

(Anatta)

How many  
different types  

of Buddhists  
are there?

-Buddha’s teachings spread far across the Asian  
continent. As it spread, different peoples formed their  

own approaches of Buddhism.

-The three main types are called 

Theravada,  Mahayana and Tibetan

Buddhists.

-Although they differ slightly, they all still keepthe

basic features of Buddhism.

Facts

1. Buddhists don’t believe in a God whomade

the world and everything init.

2. Siddhartha’s family wereHindu.

3. The lotus flower is an important symbol in  Buddhism. 

It is a symbol ofenlightenment.

4. The name ‘Buddha’ means ‘the enlightened  one’ or ‘the 

one who knows.’

5. Some Buddhists have shrines at home where  they are able 

toworship.

BuddhistBeliefs

Siddhartha Gautama’s Story

-Siddhartha was a rich prince of an area north of India. His mother and father treated him 

well, and  protected him from the suffering in theworld.

-As a young man, Siddhartha left the palace for the first time, and was upset by the things that he saw: old age,  

sickness and death. He decided to leave his comfortable life to see if he could find an answer to the suffering.

-After many years of trying, he sat under a tree (the Bodhi tree) by a full moon and started meditating. Indoing  

this he became Enlightened – he saw the meaning in all things. He was then known as the Buddha.

The Four Noble Truths

-The Buddhist teachings are known as Dharma. They include the Four Noble Truths 

and the  Eightfold-Path. Buddhism’s Noble Truths are:

1. Life always involves suffering (dukkha).

2. Suffering happens because people are greedy and never satisfied with what they have.

3. Greed and selfishness can beovercome.

4. The way to overcome them is to follow the EightfoldPath.

The Eightfold Path

- Siddhartha created a way of life which ensured that his basic needs 

were covered,

but didn’t require any extra comforts. Buddhists try to live following the 

EightfoldPath:

1. Right viewpoint 2. 

Right values/ thought

BuddhismTimeline

386 BCE: Buddhism  
separates into two  

different lines.

410BCE:
Gautama dies.

269 BCE: Emperor Asoka  

begins to spreadBuddhism  

across India.

490BCE:
Siddhartha  

Gautama isborn.

461BCE: Gautama 455 BCE: Gautama is

leaves home to find an enlightened – becomes

end for suffering. the Buddha.

454 BCE: People begin to  

follow the teachings of the  

Buddha.

Overview

Buddhism is one of the world’s major religions. It is 
the  world’s 4th largest religion, with about 520 

million  followers.

Buddhists are the people who follow Buddhism. 
They  follow the teachings of a man named 

Siddhartha  Gautama, who became known as 
theBuddha.

The religion began when Gautama, a prince who had  

lived a life of luxury, realised that there was suffering 

in  the world, and committed himself to understanding

why.

This happened in India around 2,500 years ago.

The holy book in Buddhism is called Tipitaka. 

Buddhist  Temples are buildings designed for 

Buddhist worship.

Image of the Buddha, known in life as Siddhartha  

Gautama, whose teachings founded Buddhism.

200 BCE – 1200CE: Buddhism spreads along

trade routes, reaching many other countries,

including Sri Lanka, China, and Indonesia.



M D T S I R T
Melody Dynamics Tempo Structure Instruments Rhythm Texture

the tune loud / soft 

and any other 

volume 

changes 

the 

speed 

sections of 

music and 

how they 

are 

organised 

types of 

instruments 

heard 

the 

pattern of 

notes 

layers of 

sound and 

how they fit 

together  

Music: Hooks and Riffs

REPEAT SYMBOL –
When you see this symbol repeat the music 

between the symbols

TREBLE CLEF –
Perform at a higher pitch – RH on 

piano.

BASS CLEF –
Perform at a lower pitch – LH on piano.

Binary

Music in 2 sections

Ternary

Music in 3 sections

Rondo

Section A keeps returning 

between different ideas.

STRUCTURE
Each letter/symbol represents a 

musical idea
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Music: Hooks and Riffs
Riff A repeated musical pattern often used in the introduction and 

instrumental breaks in a song or piece of music. RIFFS can be rhythmic, 

melodic or lyrical, short and repeated.

Ostinato A repeated musical pattern. In ‘Western Classical’ and traditional music.

Bass Line The lowest pitched part of the music often played on bass instruments 

such as the bass guitar or double bass. RIFFS are often used in BASS 

LINES. 

Melody The main “tune” of a song or piece of music, played higher in pitch that 

the BASS LINE and it may also contain RIFFS or HOOKS. 

Structure How the music is organized into different sections or parts

C.O.L.D 
What is ternary structure?

What is rondo structure?

What does a repeat symbol look like and what does it 

mean?

What is the difference between an ostinato and a riff?

Is the bassline low or high? Which clef do you use?

How do you remember the notes on the stave?
Can you name and define each ‘MAD TSHIRT’ 

element?

H.O.T. 
Why is the bassline important in music?

What would happen if the music had no structure?

Does pop music need a hook to be successful?

Listen to the songs below and analyse them using the MAD TSHIRT 

strategy. See if you can spot the catchy hooks and riffs!

Another One Bites the Dust – Sweet Dreams – Smoke on the Water –

Uptown Funk – Sweet Caroline – Seven Nation Army

ABC – We Will Rock You – Beat It – Seven Years – See You Again

Creative Task
Create your own hook or riff using 

an instrument or online software. 

Make it short and keep it simple 

so it catches the ear of the 

listener!

Use the MADTSHIRT elements to 

develop your hook. 
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M D T S I R T
Melody Dynamics Tempo Structure Instruments Rhythm Texture

the tune loud / soft 

and any other 

volume 

changes 

the 

speed 

sections of 

music and 

how they are 

organised 

types of 

instruments 

heard 

the pattern 

of notes 

layers of 

sound and 

how they fit 

together  

Music: Beat Goes On

Semibreve

4 beats

Hold for 4 beats

Minim

2 beats

Be-er

Crotchet

1 beat

tea

Quaver

½ beat each

Cof-fee

Semiquavers

¼ beat each

Co-ca-co-la

Reading Rhythm 
Use the drinks to help you remember how the rhythms sound.

Rests

Time Signature - how many beats in a bar.

Top number = how many beats

Bottom number = type of beat

Barline

Tempo

Adagio 

Slow

Andante  

Walking 

Pace

Allegro 

Fast

Accelerando 

Gradually 

speeding up

Rallentando 

Gradually 

slowing 

down
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Music: Beat Goes On
Pulse Regular beat

Rhythm The patterns of notes that fit with a pulse

Duration Length of notes

Tempo Speed of the music

Time Signature Beats in a bar

Ostinato A repeated musical pattern. 

Canon One part starts then another enters afterwards with the same 

melody/rhythm

Offbeat Notes played on beats 2 and 4 of the music

Syncopation Notes cross over the main pulse.

Texture Layers of music

C.O.L.D 
What is pulse?

Which note lasts for 4 beats?

What is the length of 1 semiquaver?

What is the full meaning of 4/4 time?

What is the purpose of a barline?

What is syncopation?

Can you name and define each ‘MAD 
TSHIRT’ element?

H.O.T. 
Why is the pulse important in music?

What is the point of a time signature?

What impact does varied texture have on a piece of music?

Why is it a good idea to practice a piece of music at a slow 

tempo to start with?

If you were to write down two semiquavers and a quaver 

what would it look like.

What is the purpose of a rest in the music? 47



Physical Theatre

Alice In Wonderland by Lewis Carroll

In this unit we will be exploring physical theatre using the story of Alice in Wonderland.

In the story Alice falls down a rabbit hole and lands in a fantasy world encountering lots of curious 

creatures such as the White Rabbit and Cheshire Cat and has lots of adventures such as The Mad Hatters 

Tea Party and playing croquet with the Queen of Hearts. At the end of the story Alice is awoken from her 

dream and left wondering about all the curious happenings! Was it really a dream at all?

In this unit you will;

- Create a non naturalistic 

performance from a 

stimulus.

- Demonstrate control and 

focused movement.

- Use bodies and voices 

imaginatively and creatively.

- Physically explore the 

story of 'Alice in 

Wonderland’.

- Learn the importance 

of working as an ensemble.

How can you improve your 

performance?

How can you improve your 

ensemble performance?

Test yourself – do you know 

the definitions of each key 

word?

What do you need to 

remember when 

performing in front of an 

audience? 48



M A D T S H I R T
Melody Articulation Dynamics Tempo Structure Harmony Instruments Rhythm Texture

the tune how notes are 

played 

loud / soft 

and any other 

volume 

changes 

the 

speed 

sections of 

music and 

how they are 

organised 

chords used types of 

instruments 

heard 

the 

pattern of 

notes 

layers of 

sound and 

how they fit 

together  

Music: Hooks and Riffs

REPEAT SYMBOL –
When you see this symbol repeat the music 

between the symbols

TREBLE CLEF –
Perform at a higher pitch – RH on piano.

BASS CLEF –
Perform at a lower pitch – LH on piano.

Binary

Music in 2 sections

Ternary

Music in 3 sections

Rondo

Section A keeps returning 

between different ideas.

STRUCTURE
Each letter/symbol represents a 

musical idea
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Music: Hooks and Riffs
Hook ‘Catchy bit’ of the song that you will remember. Usually short and re-

occurring 

Melodic Hook HOOK based on the instruments and the singers 

Rhythmic Hook HOOK based on patterns in the drum and bass.

Verbal Hook a HOOK based on the rhyming and/or repeated words of the chorus. 

Riff A repeated musical pattern often used in the introduction and instrumental 

breaks in a song or piece of music. RIFFS can be rhythmic, melodic or lyrical, 

short and repeated.

Ostinato A repeated musical pattern. In ‘Western Classical’ and traditional music.

Bass Line The lowest pitched part of the music often played on bass instruments such 

as the bass guitar or double bass. RIFFS are often used in BASS LINES. 

Melody The main “tune” of a song or piece of music, played higher in pitch that the 

BASS LINE and it may also contain RIFFS or HOOKS. 

Structure How the music is organized into different sections or parts

C.O.L.D 
What is ternary structure?

What is rondo structure?

What does a repeat symbol look like and what does it 

mean?

What is the difference between an ostinato and a riff?

Is the bassline low or high? Which clef do you use?

How do you remember the notes on the stave?
Can you name and define each ‘MAD TSHIRT’ element?

H.O.T. 
Why is the bassline important in music?

What would happen if the music had no structure?

Does pop music need a hook to be successful?

Listen to the songs below and analyse them using the MAD TSHIRT 

strategy. See if you can spot the catchy hooks and riffs!

Another One Bites the Dust – Sweet Dreams – Smoke on the Water –

Uptown Funk – Sweet Caroline – Seven Nation Army

ABC – We Will Rock You – Beat It – Seven Years – See You Again

Creative Task
Create your own hook or riff using 

an instrument or online software. 

Make it short and keep it simple 

so it catches the ear of the listener!

Use the MADTSHIRT elements to 

develop your hook. 

Performance Task
Rehearse the hooks and riffs you 

have been doing in class or find 

your own online. You can use an 

instrument or download a piano 

app or sing along to a karaoke 

backing track! 

Try Sing King!
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M A D T S H I R T

Melody Articulation Dynamics Tempo Structure Harmony Instruments Rhythm Texture

the tune how notes are 

played 

loud / soft and 

any other 

volume 

changes 

the 

speed 

sections of 

music and 

how they are 

organised 

chords used types of 

instruments 

heard 

the pattern 

of notes 

layers of 

sound and 

how they fit 

together  

Music: Beat Goes On

Semibreve

4 beats

Hold for 4 beats

Minim

2 beats

Be-er

Crotchet

1 beat

tea

Quaver

½ beat each

Cof-fee

Semiquavers

¼ beat each

Co-ca-co-la

Reading Rhythm 
Use the drinks to help you remember how the rhythms sound.

Rests

Time Signature - how many beats in a bar.

Top number = how many beats

Bottom number = type of beat

Barline

Tempo

Adagio 

Slow

Andante  

Walking Pace

Allegro 

Fast

Accelerando 

Gradually 

speeding up

Rallentando 

Gradually 

slowing down
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Music: Beat Goes On
Pulse Regular beat

Rhythm The patterns of notes that fit with a pulse

Duration Length of notes

Tempo Speed of the music

Time Signature Beats in a bar

Ostinato A repeated musical pattern. 

Canon One part starts then another enters afterwards with the same 

melody/rhythm

Offbeat Notes played on beats 2 and 4 of the music

Syncopation Notes cross over the main pulse.

Texture Layers of music

C.O.L.D 
What is pulse?

Which note lasts for 4 beats?

What is the length of 1 semiquaver?

What is the full meaning of 4/4 time?

What is the purpose of a barline?

What is syncopation?

Can you name and define each ‘MAD TSHIRT’ 

element?

H.O.T. 
Why is the pulse important in music?

What is the point of a time signature?

What impact does varied texture have on a piece of music?

Why is it a good idea to practice a piece of music at a slow 

tempo to start with?

If you were to write down two semiquavers and a quaver 

what would it look like.

What is the purpose of a rest in the music?

Creative Task
Create your own 4 bar rhythmic 

ostinato. Use the rhythm guide to 

help. 

Create a different ostinato to 

create structure.

Performance Task
Perform the rhythms on the 

rhythm guide as well as the ones 

you have created. Teach someone 

else in your house how to play 

your ostinato and perform it 

together then as a canon.
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Basic Rules

A routine must always start and finish on feet.

You must perform all skills on the cross.

A routine will usually consist of 10 bounces.

There are different ways to score points: Execution – how well you 

perform the skills, and difficulty – how hard the performed skills are.

Deductions – points taken off for any mistakes.

Routines should be fluent and aesthetically pleasing.

Core skills

1. Shapes – straight/tuck/pike/straddle/others.

2. Drops – front/back/seat/others.

3. Twists – half/full/others.

4. Twisting/rotation – half twist to or out of front drop/half twist to or 

out of backdrop, seat half twist to feet/seat half twist to seat (swivel 

hips)/front drop to seat, cat twist/turntable/others.

5. Advanced rotation – front somersault/back somersault/hands, knees 

and over/barani.

Track Jumps Throws

100m, 200m, 300m, 

400m, 800m, Relay 

4x100m 

High Jump

Triple Jump

Long Jump

Shot put

Vortex

Discus

Javelin

Starts/finishes.

Arm action –

effectiveness

and consistency.

Leg action to create

appropriate pace –

Consistency

Run-up/speed.

Take-off.

Flight and landing.

Grip, stance and 

preparation to

throw.

Movement into 

throwing action.

Release, follow-

through and

recovery

100mFinish Line 

200m300m

400m
800m

Long Jump and Triple Jump  

Javelin  Shot put  

Athletics Trampolining
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Further reading: www.british-gymnastics.org 

Exam Questions: Cold questions

1. State 3 basic shapes that can be made in the air.

2. Describe the teaching points for a seat drop.

3. What is meant by a swivel hips?

4. State 1 rule when performing a routine.

5. How can a performer lose points from their score?

6. State the name of the people around the edge of the 

trampoline.

Exam Questions: Hot questions

1. Explain the teaching points for a somersault.

2. Explain what is meant by aesthetically pleasing

3.  Compose a 10 bounce routine. Make sure you add all of the 

bounces up – it might not necessarily mean 10 different skills!

4.  Explain the different stages of teaching the swivel hips to a 

performer from start to finish.

Components of 

Fitness

Cardiovascular 

Endurance 

Muscular strength

Speed 

Power

Reaction time 

Flexibility 

Muscular endurance 

Agility 

Balance 

Coordination 

Muscles used in

Trampolining and 

Athletics

Quadriceps 

Gastrocnemius 

Hamstrings

Gluteal 

Abdominals 

Biceps 

Triceps 

Deltoid 

Trapezius 

Latissimus Dorsi 

Pectorals 

Athletics Key Words

Power

Speed

Strength

Explosive 

Approach

Coordination 

Reaction

Anaerobic 

Aerobic 

Metres

Relay 

Drive

Take-off

Trampolining Key Words

Straight jump

Tuck jump

Seat drop

Swivel hips

Half/full twist

Turntable

Cradle

Somersault

Spotter

Degree of difficulty

Routine

Time of flight

Exam Questions: Cold questions

1. What is power and why is it important in throwing? 

2. When would you use strength in athletics?

3. Name three muscles used in athletics and their 

importance in specific events. 

4. Why must we not step backwards after performing long 

jump or triple jump?  

5. Why should sprinters and long distance runners have 

good knee lift when they run?

Exam Questions: Hot questions

1. Explain why is it important for sprinters to have a good reaction 

time?

2. Discuss tactics used in long distance events and their purpose? 

3. Rank the muscles usage in the high jump. Explain why?

4. Explain why psychological skills can give an athlete an advantage 

over others?  

Further reading: www.uka.org.uk

Athletics Trampolining
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Basic Rules

Whoever wins the toss gets to decide whether they would serve or 

receive first or what side of the court they want to be on. 

At no time during the game should the player touch the net.

A serve must be hit across court (diagonally) During the serve the 

shuttlecock should always be hit from below the waist. (underarm)

A player wins a rally when he strikes the shuttlecock and it touches the 

floor of the opponent's side of the court or when the opponent 

commits a fault. A point is added to a player's score as and when he 

wins a rally.  Each side can strike the shuttlecock only once before it 

passes over the net. 

Core skills

1. Service – high, low, flick (forehand or backhand).

2. Overhead – clear, drop (forehand and backhand)

3. Underarm – clear, drive, drop (forehand and backhand)

4. Net play.

5. Smash.

Basic Rules

To start a point, the server must stand at the back of the table and can 

serve either forehand or backhand. The ball must be thrown up either 

equal to or above the height of the net before striking the ball and the 

ball must be thrown from an open palm to stop finger spin.

If the ball hits the net on a serve but continues over the other side then 

a 'let' is played..  Players are allowed to hit the ball around the side of 

the net. The ball must bounce on a player's side of the table before 

playing their shot. During play, competitors are not allowed to touch 

the table with their non-bat hand. If they do, the point is conceded.

Players must swap ends at the end of a game, and in the final match 

players will switch ends after five points.

Core skills

1. Service – forehand and backhand (with and without spin).

2. Drives – forehand and backhand (with and without topspin)

3. Push – forehand and backhand (with and without backspin)

4. Smash – forehand and backhand (with and without spin)

5. Lob – forehand and backhand (with and without spin)

Decision making and tactical awareness

Selection of appropriate shots

Principles of attack and defence

Understanding positioning on court/at the table

Apply tactics in different competitive situations 

(singles or doubles)

Applying other ploys and tactics to outwit you 

opponent i.e disguising your shot 

Badminton Table Tennis
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Further reading: www.tabletennisengland.co.uk

Exam Questions: Cold questions

1. What type of grip do we use to hold the bat? 

2.Name three muscles used in table tennis. 

3.Why do we have to keep moving your feet in table 

tennis?

4.Why is ‘balance’ important when playing table tennis? 

5.What does ‘let’ mean during a serve in table tennis?

6. Name three things that can happen to the ball when 

spin is applied? 

Exam Questions: Hot questions

1. Why is tactical awareness important in table tennis?

2. Identify and evaluate the type of shots you could play whilst 

standing away from the table and being under pressure from your 

opponent? 

3. Identify and explain a tactic whilst serving that we could use to 

gain an advantage in table tennis. 

Components of 

Fitness

Cardiovascular 

Endurance 

Muscular strength

Speed 

Power

Reaction time 

Flexibility 

Muscular endurance 

Agility 

Balance 

Coordination 

Muscles used in

Badminton and 

Table Tennis 

Quadriceps 

Gastrocnemius 

Hamstrings

Gluteal 

Abdominals 

Biceps 

Triceps 

Deltoid 

Trapezius 

Latissimus Dorsi 

Pectorals 

Badminton Key Words 

Court 

Racket

Shuttlecock

Net

Baseline

Service line 

Fore-Court

Mid-Court

Back- court

Serve

Overhead clear

Drop shot

Net lift

Smash

Table Tennis Key Words

Anti-topspin

Backhand

Backspin/Topspin

Block

Chop

Drive

Forehand

Push

Receive

Shakehand

Smash

Open/Closed racket

Exam Questions: Cold questions

1.What side do you serve on to start the game? (0-0)

2.Name one way to score a point.

3.What is meant by a fault?

4.State three teaching points for a short serve.

5.Describe a singles badminton court.

6.What material can the shuttlecock be made from?

Exam Questions: Hot questions

1. Explain why moving your opponent is an effective tactic.

2.Using a court diagram, design a drill to improve a skill of your 

choice. Include teaching points.

3.Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of introducing the 

use of a ‘hawk-eye’ style technology in badminton.

4.Explain what a let is, using examples from a game situation.

Further reading: www.badmintonengland.co.uk

Badminton Table Tennis
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Decision making and tactical awareness

When and where to pass, which pass to make.  

Awareness of team strategies/tactics in both 

attacking and defending situations

Attacking positioning on the field

Defensive positioning on the field

Awareness of strengths/weaknesses and actions of 

other players.

Awareness of the rules and regulations of the 

game and their application (including refereeing 

signals)

Positioning and organisation at set pieces, 

communication, command of area.

Basic Rules

Two teams, with each allowed 11 players on the field at any one time, 

A match is played in two 45 minute halves.

All players must use their feet head or chest to play the ball. 

Only the goalkeeper is allowed to use their hands, and only within 

their designated goal area.  The aim of the game is to score a goal, by 

kicking or heading the ball into the oppositions goal. If the ball 

touches or crosses the side line, it is thrown back in by the team that 

was not the last to touch the ball.

Core skills

1. Handling – holding and protecting the ball, running with the ball to 

evade the tackler, changing

pace and direction (swerve and side-step).

2. Passing and receiving – long and short, at varying pace, spin, switch and 

scissors.

3. Tackling – front, rear, side, smother.

4. Retaining possession – in the tackle and on the floor.

5. Kicking (at least two from punt/spiral, grubber, drop kick/re-

Basic Rules

Game starts as one team kicks the ball into the opposition half and 

then attempts to gain possession. The team then attempt to move the 

ball up the pitch by passing it to hand or kicking it.

The ball when passed by hand has to be passed backwards.

Teams have possession of the ball for six tackles or plays. When 

tackled, the ball carrier plays the ball backwards by foot along the 

ground to a teammate behind them.

A scrum, consisting of six players per team is used to re-start the game 

after the ball has been ‘knocked-on’ a forward pass has occurred. 

Players can be ruled offside if they are in front of a teammate who is in 

possession.

Forward, Midfielder, Defender, and Goalkeeper

Core Skills Advanced Skills

Ball Control: Using both feet 

Passing (dominant foot): Short, 

Long- lofted, driven, swerve 

Pass and move 

Shooting (dominant foot): Short and 

long range

Dribbling: Use of both feet, Close 

control, Head up, Changing 

direction

Tackling, Block tackle Jockeying.

Ball control: Using the chest and thigh.

Passing: Non dominant foot passing 

Dominant foot shooting: use of 

volleys, swerve and power. 

Heading: 

Defensive or attacking

Marking:  Player without the ball

1 Full Back

2 Right Wing 

3 Right Centre 

4 Left Centre 

5 Left Wing Halves 

6 Stand-Off Half

7 Scrum Half/Half-Back 

Forwards 

8 Prop 

9 Hooker 

10 Prop 

11 Second Row Forward 

12 Second Row Forward 

13 Loose Forward

Football Rugby
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Further reading: www.rugby-league.com  

Exam Questions: Cold questions

1.How do we pass a rugby ball?

2.What part of the foot do we use to kick with?

3.Name three muscles used in rugby.

4.Why do we need to lean back when completing a kick in 

rugby?

5.Why is it important that we look up when we are in 

possession of the ball?

Exam Questions: Hot questions

1.Why is tactical awareness important in rugby?

2.Evaluate why we use all six tackles in rugby, 

3.Rank the muscles and their usage in rugby. E.g. 1 = most used 

muscle, 11= least used muscle…… can you explain your reasoning?

4.Explain the term two in a tackle……why is this important in rugby? 

5.Explain a tactic we could use to gain an advantage in rugby. 

Components of 

Fitness

Cardiovascular 

Endurance 

Muscular strength

Speed 

Power

Reaction time 

Flexibility 

Muscular endurance 

Agility 

Balance 

Coordination 

Muscles used in

Football and Rugby 

Quadriceps 

Gastrocnemius 

Hamstrings

Gluteal 

Abdominals 

Biceps 

Triceps 

Deltoid 

Trapezius 

Latissimus Dorsi 

Pectorals 

Football Key Words 

Passing 

Dribbling

Turning 

Control

Man-on

One-two

Outwitting 

Spatial Awareness 

Attack/Defense 

Marking

Shooting 

Cushioning the ball

Heading 

Tackling 

Penalty 

Rugby Key Words

Offside

Advantage

Blindside/openside 

Carries

Conversion

Dead Ball line 

Gain line

High tackle

Knock on

Phase

Punt

Scrummage

Tackle

Touch line

Exam Questions: Cold questions

1.What part of the foot do we pass the ball with?

2.What part of the foot can you dribble with?

3.When would you use power in football?

4.Why do we not lean back when completing a short pass?

5.Why is keeping our head up important when dribbling?

6.Name three muscles used in football

Exam Questions: Hot questions

1.Why is tactical awareness important in football?

2.Evaluate keeping possession in football, what are the strengths 

and weaknesses? 

3.Rank the muscles and their usage in football. E.g. 1 = most used 

muscle, 11= least used muscle…… can you explain your reasoning?

4.Explain the term cushioning……why is this important in football?

Further reading: www.thefa.com

Football Rugby
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Decision making and tactical awareness

• Selection of the most appropriate shot

• Understanding of positions (attack/defence)

• Principles of attack and defence

• Applying tactics in different situations

• Applying different systems/formations of play in 

different situations 

• Applying other ploys and tactics to outwit 

opponents

• Awareness of strengths/weaknesses

Basic Rules

1. Each player can take two taps before the ball hits the ground, a 

basket, a backboard or another player.

2. You are not allowed to run with the ball, you must dribble.

3. Players must pass the ball to a teammate or shoot for goal after 

putting two hands on the ball.

4.Winning possession of the ball in your own half mean you must 

travel over the half way line within 10 seconds to avoid a foul.

Core skills

Dribbling – using both hands, change of pace and direction.

Passing – chest, javelin, bounce, overhead, use of the fake.

Receiving/intercepting – making a target (signalling), one/two handed 

catch, stationary and on the move, differing speeds and heights, 

rebounding, stealing.

Shooting – lay-up, set shot, jump shot, free shot, use of the fake.

Footwork and marking – stopping (jump stop, stride stop), pivoting, 

getting free, tracking (drop step).

Core skills

Passing and receiving (chest pass, shoulder pass, one/two handed 

passing).

Dodging – single/double/sprint. & Marking a player.

Shooting (close/distance) or rebounding (attacking or defending) or 

marking a pass/intercepting (centre court players).

Footwork and movement – landing on one/two feet, pivoting.

Basic Rules

Point Guard.

Shooting Guard.

Small Forward.

Power Forward.

Center Position.

Basketball Netball
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Further reading: www.englandnetball.co.uk

Exam Questions: Cold questions

1. State the distance needed when marking a player with 

the ball.

2. Describe the footwork rule in Netball.

3. What is meant if the umpire shouts “offside?”

4. State three teaching points to perform a chest pass 

correctly. 

5. How many thirds can a GD legally play within?

Exam Questions: Hot questions

1. Explain the consequences of simultaneous contact within a 

game. 

2. Using a court diagram, illustrate an effective way to play the ball 

down the court from a defensive back line pass. 

3. Using a court diagram, compare and contrast two centre pass 

tactics that could be used to gain an advantage.

Components of 

Fitness

Cardiovascular 

Endurance 

Muscular strength

Speed 

Power

Reaction time 

Flexibility 

Muscular endurance 

Agility 

Balance 

Coordination 

Muscles used in

Netball & Basketball

Quadriceps 

Gastrocnemius 

Hamstrings

Gluteal 

Abdominals 

Biceps 

Triceps 

Deltoid 

Trapezius 

Latissimus Dorsi 

Pectorals 

Basketball Key Words 

Passing

Receiving

Intercept

Set shot

Lay up

3 seconds rule

Air ball

Slam dunk

Backboard

Pass fake

Baseline

Basket
BEEF (Balance, Eyes, 

Elbow, Follow 
Through)

Netball Key Words

Passing 

Receiving 

Dodging

Marking

Intercept

Footwork

Obstruction

Pivot

Penalty

Replaying

Over a third

Simultaneous 

Centre circle

Shooting ‘D’

Exam Questions: Cold questions

1. What are the 5 positions in basketball?

2. Describe the rule ‘double dribble’ in basketball?

3. What is meant by a set shot?

4. Describe what BEEF means?

5. List the variety of passes that can be used in a game of 

basketball.

Exam Questions: Hot questions

1. Explain the consequences of running with the ball.

2. Using a court diagram, illustrate an effective way to play the ball 

down the court from a defensive back line pass. 

3. Compare and contrast the difference between a set shot and a 

lay up. Which is the better technique to gain an advantage?

Further reading: www.basketballengland.co.uk 

Basketball Netball
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KS3: Artist, Designer, Craftspeople or 

Cultural Research 

KS3: Experiment With Media, 

Materials & techniques 

techniques What makes a 

successful artist 

research page?

On a artist research 

page you need to 

include the 

following

A clear title (usually 

the artists name).

Information in your 

own words about 

the artist.

Images of the 

artists work. 

YOUR PERSONAL      

OPINION OF THE 

ARTISTS WORK.

Keywords that 

describe the art 

work.

Your own sketch's/   

drawings from the 

artists work.

These questions below are to help you make 

a personal  opinion about the artist work. 

Answer all questions in a FULL SENTENCES.

Use connective words to extend your  

answers and fully explain your thoughts.

1. What materials has the artist used to create the 

art work?

2. Describe the colours the artist uses in the work?

3. What shapes and textures can you see in the  

artists work?

4. What does the work represent, or mean? What 

is the theme of the work?

5. Does the work look like ? Is it supposed to be, 

is it realistic, abstract, symbolic, naïve, expressive  

or impressionistic?

6. What tools, media and techniques do you think 

the artist has used to create the work?

7. What do you like about the art work? Give 

reasons for your opinion.

8. Does  the  scale, shape, colour, texture, form or 

theme affect your mood?

9. If you where to develop work in the style of the  

artist, what  media, materials and techniques 

would you experiment with?

When developing successful experiments you must demonstrate 

all of the skills and techniques with your chosen media. You must 

annotate your experiments, WWW & EBI. If the experiments 

haven't been successful tell the reader why they haven't been 

successful and what you could  do to improve it if you where to 

do the experiment again. 

What materials can you experiment with?

You must try to experiment with media, materials and techniques 

you think the artist has used to create their work. This may include:



KS3: Recording Ideas, observations 

and opinions

KS3: Personal 

Response

N.B. Annotate your work explain to the reader why to have 

collected certain images, why you have developed drawing in a 

certain style. Express your ideas in mind maps. 

You can record ideas in a number of ways. This includes 

drawing, images from the internet, ideas for finals pieces mind 

maps, mood boards and notes.

When creating your personal response to a theme you must 

consider and be able to make imaginative inks with an artist, 

designer, craftsperson or Culture. It must be clear to the reader 

that you have taken inspiration from the artists you have 

researched. You are experimenting with media, materials and 

techniques that are successful and skilful Also, that the work you 

are developing resembles the images you haver researched, 

developed,. collected  recorded and created.

To gain the highest mark you must add a written evaluation of the 

project, talking about all the elements of the different assessment 

objectives. You must explain to the reader difficulties you encountered 

and how you have overcome these, what parts of the topic you 

enjoyed and felt went well explaining why. You should also include 

how, if you had more time what you would have liked to investigate 

further in order to make the project better. 
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Evaluation Appraise. Choose. Compare. Conclude. 

Decide. Defend. Evaluate. Give your opinion. 

Judge. Justify. Rank. Rate.   Select. Support. 

Value 

Do you agree that…………? Explain.

What do you think about…………?

What is the most important…………?

Prioritize………... According to …………?

What criteria would you use to assess…………? 

Synthesis Change. Predict. Revise.    Combine. 

Suggest. Compose. Generate. Produce. 

Construct. Invent. Arrange. Visualise.  

Design. Plan. Reconstruct.  

What ideas can you add to …………?

How would you create/ design…………?

What solutions would you suggest for…………?

What might happen if you combine…………?

Analysis Analyse. Contrast. Examine. Categorise. 

Debate.  Differentiate. Distinguish. Compare. 

Classify. 

What are the parts/ features of…………?

How does ………… compare/ contrast with…………?

Classify………… according to …………

What evidence can you present for…………?

Application Apply. Compute.            Demonstrate.  

Show.  Give an  example. Conclude. 

Determine.   Illustrate. Solve.            

Construct. Draw. Make. Find out. Use. 

How is………...an example of…………?                                

Do you know of another instance where…………?

How is ………… related to…………?                                  

Could this have happened in…………?

Why is………… significant?

Comprehension Convert. Interpret. Restate. Summarise.  

Describe. Retell in your own words. 

Translate. Rewrite. Explain. Put in  order. 

Retell………… in your own words.

What is the main idea of…………?

What differences can you see between…………?

How can you interpret…………?

Knowledge Define. Label. Name. State. Locate. Recall. 

Tell. Match. Identify. Memorize. Spell. List.

Who…………?            How…………?          What…………?          

Describe…………?     Where…………?      What is…………?

When…………?        
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K
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W
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Composition 

Foreground

Back ground

Distorted– changed/ 

unusual.

Harmonious– (feel calm)

Complementary (Opposite 

colours on the colour wheel).

Abstract– non figurative.

Landscape

Portrait

Mark -making

Figurative

Element

Texture

Abrasive- rough

Vertical

Horizontal

Experiment 

Resistant

Collage

Manipulation

Layer

Glossy– shiny

Matt– not shiny

Colour

Pattern

Technique

Construction

Proportion

Dark

Tone

Shadow

Acrylic
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Year 8 Vinyl Cover

Knowledge Organiser 

What is the difference between a client, customer and a company?

A client is a person who uses the services of a professional person or 

organization.

A customer is a person that buys something from a shop, store, or 

business.

A company is a person or people who run or own a business. 

What is the difference between digital drawing skills and 

traditional drawing skills? Give 3 examples of each.

You have learnt 3 main skills on 

Photoshop. Describe EXACTLY what each 

one does and how you used it.

1.Magic Tool 

2.Gradient Tool/Paint Bucket

3.Adding/Editing a background 

6 components used in graphic design

The Magic Wand tool is a 

selection tool. It allows 

you to quickly select areas 

of your images and make 

independent edits to it.

Photopea allows you to make a 

gradual transition between two or 

more colours by using 

the Gradient Tool.

The paint bucket tool fills an area 

of an image based on colour 

similarity. Click on the image and 

the paint bucket will fill an area 

around the pixel you clicked

• Select the background with a Magic 

Wand tool

• To delete a selected area, press Edit 

- Clear in the top menu, or Delete on 

your keyboard

• To add a new background press File 

- Open & Place. The image, that you 

choose, will be placed as a new 

layer.

A music genre 
is a 

classification 
system that 

places 
different 

instructional 
materials into 

neat 
categories.

Culture 
meaning: 
the ideas, 

customs, and 
social behaviour 
of a particular 

people or 
society.

What is a net?

A net is a flat two dimensional shape, which contains 

score lines and when is folded and glued together 

forms a three dimensional shape. Nets are often 

used for packaging items such as orange cartons, 

point of sale display units, tissue boxes and so on.

An example of nets and its 3D shape are:
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Year 8: Food 
Knowledge 

Organiser

Topic: Food 

Provenance

Unit Intent: To understand the aspects of food provenance and food 

choice.

Food labelling 

Food labelling is important to the consumer 

so that they have information about the 

product. There is some pieces of inmration

require on a label by law:

Ethics and morals relate to “right” and “wrong” conduct.

When it comes to food choice, someone might decide to purchase 

certain products based on ethic and moral beliefs. This may refer to 

someone becoming a vegetarian or a vegan, purchasing fair trade 

products, or looking for the sustainable fishing or red tractor logos. 

Allergies - A food allergy is when the body's immune system reacts unusually 

to specific foods. Although allergic reactions are often mild, they can be very 

serious.

Intolerance - A food intolerance is difficulty digesting certain foods and 

having an unpleasant physical reaction to them.

Lactose is the sugar in milk. If you are intolerant to milk you are lactose 

intolerant.

Gluten is the protein in wheat. If you are intolerant to gluten you have coeliac 

disease. 

About Food choice and 

provenance

You will understand food 

choice and the different 

factors that influence this. 

You will identify the 

difference between 

different medical 

conditions and its link with 

food choice. 

You understand and 

identify different styles of 

cuisine from around the 

world.
Factors affecting food choice

Cuisine: 

Britain – Full English, fish and 

chips, Sunday roast, toad in the 

hole

Spain – Paella, gazpacho, 

Spanish tortilla.

France – French onion soup, 

croque monsieur, beef 

bourguignon

Fairtrade 

means fairer pay 

and more 

power in the 

hands of 

farmers

The red tractor logo 

means that the food has 

been responsibly 

sourced, safely 

produced and comes 

from crops and animals 

that have been well 

cared for – so it’s good 

for you and good for 

British farmers.



Balanced diet: 

The right amount 

of nutrients your 

body needs to be 

healthy.

Nutrients:

Natural chemical 

substances in foods that 

are essential for body 

growth, function and 

health.

Macro Nutrients:

Nutrients we need 

in large amounts 

(fat, carbohydrates 

and protein.)

Micro Nutrients:

Nutrients we need in 

small amounts e.g. 

vitamins and 

minerals (iron, 

calcium).

Nutrition:

The study of what 

people eat and 

how all the 

nutrients in foods 

work together in 

the body.

Guided Daily Allowance:

The recommended 

amount of calories per day. 

Simply a set of guidelines 

that tell us the 

approximate maximum 

amount of nutrients and 

energy we need each day 

in order to achieve a 

healthy, balanced diet.

Portion control:

The right amount 

of each food type.

Starch 

carbohydrates:

Provides the body 

with slow release 

energy and contains 

macronutrients 

making it a balanced 

nutrient

Keyword Spellings and Definitions: 

Remember to use your ‘memory method’ techniques to remember 100% 

of your key terms

ACE Questions – are you 100% ready to answer these questions based on your learning so far? 

Accept

“By  using the Eatwell 

Guide it is easier to stay 

healthy.”

Why would you accept 

this viewpoint? Explain 

your answer.

Challenge

“You should reduce fat in 

your diet as all fat is bad for 

you’ 

How would you challenge 

this viewpoint? Explain your 

answer.

Extend

“As your body grows and develops 

your daily intake of nutrients will 

change.”

How can you extend this view 

point? What other information can 

you include? Explain your answer.

Cold Questions

1. Explain what a balanced diet means

2. Why is water important in our diet

3. What is recorded on the traffic light food label?

4. What three things should we try to reduce in 

our diet? 

5. What does the body need calcium for?

Hot Questions

1. Explain the difference between starchy and 

sugary carbohydrates

2. Why does the body need some fat?

3. What does the body need carbohydrates for?

4. What happens to the body if it doesn’t have 

enough water?

5. What sources provide us with vitamins and 

minerals?

Challenge Me Question

Design a menu for a small restaurant, 

you must include at least three starters, 

mains and desserts.

Explain how you would ensure that the  

dishes on the menu are nutritionally 

balanced.

Can you get 100% right? 

Careers Corner  

Hospitality & Catering

Head Chef/ Sous chef/ Head Waiter/ Waiter/

Kitchen porter/ General manager/ Concierge/

Front of house manager /Front desk 

receptionist/ Maintenance/Barista/ 

Housekeeping/

Bar staff/Sommelier/Publican/ Wedding Planner
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